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Abstract
A challenge associated with an ageing population is increased demand on health and social care, creating a greater need to enable
persons to live independently in their own homes. Ambient assistant living technology aims to address this by monitoring
occupants’ ‘activities of daily living’ using smart home sensors to alert caregivers to abnormalities in routine tasks and deteriorations in a person’s ability to care for themselves. However, there has been less focus on using sensing technology to monitor a
broader scope of so-called ‘meaningful activities’, which promote a person’s emotional, creative, intellectual, and spiritual needs.
In this paper, we describe the development of a toolkit comprised of off-the-shelf, affordable sensors to allow persons with
dementia and Parkinson’s disease to monitor meaningful activities as well as activities of daily living in order to self-manage their
life and well-being. We describe two evaluations of the toolkit, firstly a lab-based study to test the installation of the system
including the acuity and placement of sensors and secondly, an in-the-wild study where subjects who were not target users of the
toolkit, but who identified as technology enthusiasts evaluated the feasibility of the toolkit to monitor activities in and around real
homes. Subjects from the in-the-wild study reported minimal obstructions to installation and were able to carry out and enjoy
activities without obstruction from the sensors, revealing that meaningful activities may be monitored remotely using affordable,
passive sensors. We propose that our toolkit may enhance assistive living systems by monitoring a wider range of activities than
activities of daily living.
Keywords Internet of Things . Smart homes . Passive sensors . Passive health monitoring . Meaningful activities

1 Introduction
Residential smart home is an umbrella term to Brefer to any living
or working environment that has been carefully constructed to
assist people in carrying out required activities^ [1]. Most research refers to such activities as activities of daily living
(ADLs), which are tasks that people undertake routinely in their
everyday lives to indicate the status of their health and to measure
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their independences in everyday living [2]. Previous research,
however, has not focused on the monitoring of meaningful
activities, which are Bphysical, social, and leisure activities that
are tailored to the person’s needs and preferences^ and can B…
provide emotional, creative, intellectual, and spiritual
stimulation^ [3].
Despite research showing that enabling a sense of purpose
through meaningful activities can potentially improve the quality
of life of people with a range of conditions [4, 5], meaningful
activities are seldom investigated in smart home systems. Rather,
the focus to date has been on ADL tasks: basic ADLs such as
bathing, dressing, and feeding [2], or instrumental ADLs, such as
shopping, using the telephone, preparing a meal, and taking responsibility for one’s own medication [6]. This may be due to the
subjective nature of meaningful activities: they are more broadly
defined when compared to ADLs; in that, there are more potential tasks to monitor and no single solution exists which can
monitor all possible meaningful activities, of which there are
hundreds, compared to the roughly dozen ADLs that are commonly investigated. Thus, a research question remains as to
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whether such meaningful activities can be monitored using smart
home sensors as effectively as ADLs.
To address this we developed a toolkit composed of
passive sensors commonly used to monitor ADLs in the
home. Our toolkit is further enhanced with beacon sensors that we repurposed specifically to measure meaningful activities. These beacon sensors are small, portable Bluetooth-enabled devices that can measure the context and location of an event, and they can be used to
‘tag’ objects of interest within and around the home so
that the objects are identifiable when a user interacts
with them. By linking beacon sensors to meaningful
activities, along with the passive sensors, we aim to
obtain a robust dataset of interactions which can be
used to identify a greater range of detailed activities
within the home. The development of the sensor toolkit
is part of the larger SCAMPI (Self-Care Advice,
Monitoring, Planning, and Intervention) project whose
primary objective is to co-design and develop a new
intelligent computer-based toolkit that will help and support people affected by dementia and/or Parkinson’s disease in their daily living. As well as the sensor toolkit,
the SCAMPI toolset involves a visual care planning tool
that allows people with dementia and/or Parkinson’s
disease and their informal carers to set up and monitor
personal plans and goals for ADLs and meaningful activities and to provide advice and recommendations
based on the defined plans and tracked data. The sensor
toolkit allows users and carers to monitor the achievement of their personal plans via collected data.
This paper will describe the development and architecture
of the SCAMPI sensor toolkit including the selection of sensors (Sect. 3), a lab study (Sect. 4) to evaluate sensor
placements based on rigid test plans, and the mapping
of meaningful activities to the sensors that forms the
basis of an in-the-wild user study (Sect. 5) with technology enthusiasts which evaluated the viability of the
toolkit’s sensors to monitor select meaningful activities
in experimental subject homes. The selected meaningful
activities were Exercising (aerobic, strength, and seated
exercises, walking, and usage of sports equipment),
Rest/Relaxation (hobbies, socialising, listening to music,
reading, and playing games), Housework (making the
bed, vacuuming, washing clothes, and laying and clearing the table), and Gardening (watering plants, weeding,
and mowing). These activities were based on a model
of meaningful activities developed within the SCAMPI
project inspired by the work of [7, 8]. The results of the
study revealed minimal obstructions to installation and
subjects were able to carry out their designated activities without any serious obstruction from the sensors,
revealing that meaningful activities may be monitored
in remote using passive sensor technology.
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2 Background
The past decade has seen a surge of interest in smart home
research, thanks to developments in Internet of Things (IoT)
technology, which have drastically increased the viability of
retrofitting sensors into existing homes. Significant research in
this area has revolved around designing and evaluating smart
homes for the elderly with a focus on monitoring ADLs (see
[9] for a literature review of these systems). Smart homes also
attempt to bridge the gap between monitoring and eHealth, by
creating living environments which can monitor and detect
behavioural patterns and disease progression of the occupants
[1]. The aim of our work in the development of a toolkit
comprised of low cost off-the-shelf sensors to allow persons
with dementia and Parkinson’s disease to monitor meaningful
activities as well as activities of daily living, to self-manage
their life and well-being. As such we are interested in environments and associated sensing technology that can support
monitoring in the home to detect patterns of ADLs and meaningful tasks. Ultimately the analysis of data from these sensors
should also give an insight into disease progression as patterns
of activities are likely to change with deteriorating health
status.
Previous work on monitoring Parkinson’s disease has
utilised wearable sensors placed on the wrists, neck, waist,
and legs to detect tremors [10], the level of Akinesia [11], gait
[12], and sedentary behaviours [13]. Wearable sensors tend to
be more expensive, noticeable, and invasive but can collect
high-frequency data that can progressively monitor the disease as the conditions worsen. This also influences battery life,
and such sensors need to be charged frequently, an arduous
demand especially for patients with cognitive impairments. In
addition, the data these sensors collect is often proprietary and
difficult to access for monitoring purposes, and depending on
the quality of the sensor used, may be unreliable. As such we
decided to focus on passive sensors in our toolkit.
Passive sensors, which are not worn and are placed more
pervasively within the residents’ home environment, are used
to collect information on an occupant’s daily living regimen,
such as how often the resident showers, eats, and when they
go to bed. Such sensors are widely used to monitor the behaviour and living routines of person with dementia. Algorithms
such as Markov Logic Networks [14], Naive Bayes, and
Support Vector Machines [15] use the sensor data used to
classify ADLs and thus to make inferences on a resident’s
ability to care for themselves. Common passive sensors used
are the following:
1. Passive infrared sensors to study movements. These are
often used to detect activity patterns over time based on
where the resident is in the home.
2. Contact switches placed on doors to detect when they are
opened. They can also be used for other door-like
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3.
4.
5.

6.

mechanisms such as windows, cabinets, and drawers.
These are used to detect activities like opening the wardrobe to indicate dressing.
Pressure sensors to detect occupancy on beds, chairs,
and floors. They are used to detect sitting activities and
sleeping.
RFID tags to detect specific people within the home, like
caregivers.
Environmental sensors to detect temperature, humidity,
light pressure, and noise. Temperature and humidity sensors, for example, can be used in bathroom spaces to
detect usage of showers.
Multimedia sensors like cameras and microphones to
gather audio-visual information. However, these are not
commonly deployed due to surveillance ethical issues.

However, both wearables [10–13] and passive sensing
[16–20] as described by the literature do not capture minute
details on a resident’s activities. For instance, whilst most
systems can detect the approximate location of an occupant
inferred with motion sensors or door sensors [16, 17], these
systems cannot pick up more nuanced activities, such as
whether the occupant is reading a book, playing a board game,
or engaging in social activities outside of their home without
the assistance of more intrusive sensing capabilities, such as
cameras and microphones [20]. Furthermore, meaningful activities, unlike ADLs, require more pervasive and mobile sensors that can be attached to everyday objects (e.g. a book) to
make them identifiable and to capture interactions with these
objects. Monitoring these activities may be useful for caregivers to determine not only if the occupant is able to care
for themselves, as in the case of monitoring ADLs, but also to
know if the occupant is enjoying a decent quality of life. There
is, therefore, a gap in the literature and an opportunity to study
how to monitor these meaningful activities, as well as how to
integrate them with traditional, passive sensing technology
that is not intrusive, like cameras or wearable devices.
We propose to monitor meaningful activities using
beacons—small devices which broadcast packets of data over
Bluetooth. Standard beacons broadcast their presence at certain intervals and can be used to track the location and proximity of the object they are attached to, for example, hospital
devices [21] and even people [22] within an enclosed space. In
addition, commercial ‘sensor beacons’, like estimote [23] and
Motion Cookies [24], are outfitted with accelerometers and
temperature sensors which capture finer details of how objects
are moved within a space. These beacons are designed to be
attached to objects and as such are useful for our requirement
of measuring fine-grained meaningful activities and can
broadcast their information over proprietary protocols.
A study [25] using estimotes demonstrated how accelerometer data captured from these sensors could detect not only the
presence of residents interacting with the objects the sensors
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were attached to but also the way the objects were moved (e.g.
placing a knife on the table vs. using the knife to cut food in its
preparation) to provide finer detail about the activities performed. The results showed that simple detection classification on the manipulations of objects was able to provide adequate accuracy (94.5% detection of irrelevant object manipulations and 93% detection of relevant object manipulations,
such as drinking from a water bottle or removing pills from
their box).
Hossain et al. [26] investigated an active learning approach
to recognise activities around the home. In addition to PIR and
door sensors, the authors also used ‘object sensor tags’, which
could be mounted on various objects around the home (e.g.
trashcans, brooms, phones). These sensors consisted of a compass and an accelerometer, which could detect the usage and
orientation of the objects when the user resident manipulated
them. The authors proposed that such sensors could be of
great use in a multi-inhabitant environment as Bproper usage
data of an object paired with motion sensor and location information can ideally pinpoint the activity^ (p. 319).
However, the authors only looked at basic ADLs, such as
cooking, cleaning, and eating, and not all activities utilised
the object sensors.
Another study by Rafferty et al [27] deployed Estimote
sensor beacons affixed to objects to detect performance of
reaching the goals of making coffee and tea. Beacons were
monitored by a smartphone in two real-life scenarios: one
scenario had the users carry the phone in their pocket and
the other scenario affixed the phone to the users’ forearms to
simulate wearing a smart watch. In both cases, an app on the
phone measured the users’ proximities to objects along with
temperature and acceleration information. Six activities were
measured: making black coffee, white coffee, sugary white
coffee, green tea, white tea, and sugary white tea. For both
scenarios, the accuracy of recognising the goals was measured. The authors found that the smart watch scenario performed the best with 75–87.5% accuracies of recognising the
six activities performed.
There are challenges with the use of such small sensors
affixed to objects. In addition to the size constraints of the
sensors themselves, energy consumption can be a problem,
as analysing accelerometer data requires a high transmission
rate in order to capture the movements effectively with machine learning techniques. Civitarese et al. [25] admitted that
the battery life was reduced Bto levels not acceptable for a real
home deployment^ (p. 781). Furthermore, there are issues
with certain home environments: metal objects can cause interference with radio waves, waterproofing is necessary for
objects that are dipped in water, and hot temperatures can
destroy the sensor’s circuit [25].
Nevertheless, the work reported in [25–27] provides an
excellent basis for monitoring activities in the home.
Accuracy of detection using beacons is high [25, 26] and they
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are suited to multiple occupancy environments as they can
provide specific location accuracy allowing to identify who
is interacting with the device [27]. However, given our requirements to monitor fine-grained meaningful activities, other considerations are important. Beacons need to be small
enough so they can be affixed to small objects, such as combs
and toothbrushes, without getting in the way of the activity. In
addition, they should be ‘motion triggered’—setup to transmit
their presence to a system only when the user picks up the
beacon. Therefore, beacons should come equipped with
accelerometers—but only for transmitting presence information to protect the sensor’s battery life. Lastly, beacons must be
easily integrated into existing sensor software solutions, such
as openHAB [28] or Home Assistant [29], so that their data
could be used in conjunction with other off-the-shelf, passive
sensors.
In the next section, we will describe the hardware and software setup of our toolkit according to the criteria described
above. We considered how many sensors would be needed to
monitor meaningful activities, and the protocols needed to
transmit the sensor data to a central hub for storage.
Instead of building sensors, which could be costprohibitive to manufacture and develop, we selected
sensors that could be purchased affordably. In addition,
we only looked at open-source software, again, to lower
the cost of our system, as we were also concerned with
maintaining a viable business model.

3 Selection and configuration of sensors
Typically, in smart homes, sensors are retrofitted within the
environment, and then data pertaining to ADLs are transmitted to a hub to be stored [16, 17, 26, 30]. Data is then processed via data mining to identify the inhabitants’ ADLs. By
detecting and classifying ADLs, the system can then aid and/
or alert the inhabitants or their formal and/or informal caregivers in the event of abnormalities or failures to complete
these tasks.
The SCAMPI sensor toolkit was conceived so that it could
monitor not only ADLs but also meaningful activities with
off-the-shelf, passive sensors, which could be easily procured
on the marketplace. Whilst some research has built custom
sensors to suit their own needs [16, 30], we alternatively
looked at consumer solutions that were already available as
they were cheaper (manufacturing would require factory
retooling and bulk purchase costs), and already had been built
to match rugged standards of use in everyday life.
Additionally, this would allow for more flexibility in choosing
which sensors the end user would feel comfortable with using,
saving further costs in the care sector by reducing redundancy
in purchases.
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3.1 Sensor kit choice
Consumer sensors are usually designed with home automation
and security in mind. Many manufacturers not only build
standalone sensors (most of which use Wi-Fi or Z-Wave to
communicate) but also provide kits which contain a variety of
sensors, such as motion and door sensors, and a gateway device, which communicates with the sensors and aggregates the
data, usually in a cloud provided by the manufacturer. A supplied app running on a smartphone or tablet can then be used
to setup the automation rules for the system, retrieve useful
data metrics from the cloud, and monitor the system remotely.
Several such kits were considered, such as Samsung’s
SmartThings [31], Xiaomi’s Mi Smart Home [32], and
Panasonic’s Smart Home [33]. Though these kits do not contain a comprehensive solution for all sensor applications, they
do contain the most useful sensors, and could complement a
fully featured system which could include more unusual
standalone sensors that utilise other wireless protocols.
We decided on the Xiaomi Mi Smart Home [32] as the
basis for our system for four reasons. First, the Xiaomi sensors
were exceptionally affordable. Second, the Xiaomi kit provided a local area network (LAN) protocol, an API which could
be used to query data from the gateway as soon as sensors
relay their current statuses to it. Third, the data from the
Xiaomi gateway did not need to be passed to a cloud service
before being fetched, unlike other kits available on the market.
This reduces reliance on the manufacturer to provide the data
from their cloud, and it also reduces latency in the system as
an Internet connection is not required to fetch the data. Finally,
the Xiaomi kit contained a variety of sensors which were
useful for the SCAMPI system: motion sensors, door sensors,
temperature and humidity sensors, button sensors, and power
sensors. These sensors are described in detail in the next
subsection.

3.2 Selection of passive sensors
Seven sensor types were included in the kit. These sensors,
shown in Fig. 1, include motion sensors, door sensors, ambient sensors, button sensors, power sensors, pressure sensors,
and beacon sensors.
Motion sensors are used to detect a resident’s presence
within a room using with PIR (Passive Infrared) LED light
beams which are then triggered when an object moves across
the beams. Some motion sensors available on the market are
designed to be mounted on ceilings or walls, whilst others,
such as the Xiaomi Mi Smart Home Occupancy Sensor, the
motion sensor in our kit [34], are designed to be placed on
horizontal surfaces, such as tables and countertops. Motion
sensors are classified as binary sensors; in that, they can only
detect whether (or not) there was movement within the room,
but not the specific activity.

Pers Ubiquit Comput (2019) 23:339–357
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Fig. 1 SCAMPI sensors. Top row
(from left to right): motion sensor,
door sensor, ambient sensor,
button sensor. Bottom row (from
left to right): power sensor,
pressure sensor, beacon sensors

Door sensors are also binary; in that, they can detect
whether the door attached to them is either opened or closed.
Door sensors are comprised of two pieces that make up a reed
switch, which uses a magnetic mechanism to detect when the
magnet part of the sensor is moving away (indicating the door
is opening) or when it is close to the switch (the door is
closed). Door sensors can be appropriated for many kinds of
door-like fixtures: cabinets, fridge doors, windows, and
drawers, to name a few. As such, these sensors are best at
detecting if a person has entered a room with a door and also
if they are opening wardrobes, drawers, or cabinets containing
specific items of interest. Our toolkit uses the Xiaomi Mi
Smart Home Door/Window Sensor [35].
An ambient sensor is actually comprised of two different
sensors: a temperature sensor and a humidity sensor. Both
sensors are useful in bathroom and kitchen spaces to detect
activities that can change the temperature or humidity of a
room: if the oven is on or if the resident is currently in the
shower. Our toolkit uses the Xiaomi Mi Smart Home
Temperature/Humidity Sensor [36].
A button sensor is a large, wireless button that can be
placed on any flat surface. It can detect clicks (single press,
long press, or double click) and is a more experimental sensor,
as not many toolkits in literature use button sensors for activity
detection. However, it may be useful for self-reporting, for
instance, if the resident wakes up and presses the button to
acknowledge that they are ok, or to alert the system of an
outsider brought into in the home when they press a button
near the front door. Our toolkit uses the Xiaomi Mi Smart
Home Wireless Switch [37].
A power sensor is a socket that can be plugged into any
regular outlet. It is often used in smart home systems to control
appliances (turning on and off lamps with an automatized rule,
such as when a motion sensor detects the owner has returned
home). However, some power sensors also have built-in electrical consumption detectors for home electrical monitoring in

mind, which can be appropriated to detect if an appliance like
a radio or a PC is in use at a certain time. Our toolkit uses the
Z-Wave TKB TZ69E Wall Plug Switch/Meter—GEN5—UK
power sensor [38].
Though standalone wireless pressure sensors cannot be
easily found on the market, they can be constructed by
connecting a pressure mat to a generic binary sensor. In this
case, applying pressure to the mat will make the mat act as a
normally open switch, completing the circuit which is used to
trigger the sensor if the mat is walked or sat on. This allows for
an affordable setup to detect pressure applied on floors beside
a bed, sofa, or a chair. Our toolkit uses an Arun Electronics
Pressure Mat PM3 and Fibaro FGK-10x Door/Window
Sensor (with binary/temperature input) [39].
The beacon sensor is a unique addition to our toolkit and
was selected for its ability to capture fine-grained activities
and monitor meaningful activities. As was previously
discussed, beacons are tiny devices capable of broadcasting
small pieces of data using Bluetooth to receiver devices, like
smartphones. Beacons can contain sensors that sense environmental conditions, like temperature or movement, and can be
placed on an object to detect if the resident picks it up. This
can then be used to detect which object the person is currently
interacting with in the home, as the accelerometer sensor inside the beacon picks up the movement and triggers the advertisement to the hub. Beacons can also detect vibration, for
example, from a washing machine. As such, these sensors are
very useful to measure meaningful activities because they can
be attached to objects of interest within and around the home.
Our toolkit uses the AnkhMaway AKMW-iB001M sensor
beacon [40].

3.3 Configuration (HUB)
Figure 2 shows the components of the toolkit. At the centre of
the system is a Raspberry Pi 3 Model B. We choose a
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Fig. 2 SCAMPI toolkit overview

Raspberry Pi running Raspbian Lite [41] as the central hub
due to its affordability and ease of development. The
Raspberry Pi connects with the home’s Wi-Fi network via a
router (TP-Link TL-WR940N), which communicates with the
interface device the resident can use to view the status of the
sensors (Lenovo Tab 3 Essential). The Wi-Fi router also connects with the Xiaomi Gateway (Xiaomi Mi Smart Home
Gateway 2), which communicates with the Xiaomi sensors via ZigBee. The Raspberry Pi connects directly
with the beacons via Bluetooth LE. Finally, the
Raspberry Pi interfaces with the two Z-Wave sensors:
the power sensor and the pressure mat, via the Z-wave
USB dongle (Aeotec Z-Stick Gen5), which is inserted
into the Raspberry Pi’s USB port.
On the Raspberry Pi, software programs are used to collect
data from the various sensors in the network and store them in
a database. We specifically looked at open-source software
mainly to reduce the cost of the system. Home Assistant
[29] was selected as the middleware solution used to interface
with the sensors, via the Xiaomi Gateway, the Z-wave stick,
and the Raspberry Pi’s internal Bluetooth antenna. Home
Assistant was selected over alternatives such as openHAB 2,
as it is easy to configure using XAML files and can be extended easily using Python scripts. Home Assistant comes
pre-installed with such scripts to interface with many sensors
out of the box, including the Xiaomi and Z-Wave sensors. To
interface with the beacons, Room Assistant [42] was installed
which monitors the status of the beacons and then pushes
updates to Home Assistant via MQTT when the beacons are
moved. Once received, Home Assistant then stores incoming
data into an InfluxDB [43] database instance. InfluxDB was

used over other databases, like MySQL, as it is designed for
storage of time series data, such as data from IoT sensors.

4 Lab-based study
To assess the installation of the toolkit as well as the acuity and
placement of the sensors within an environment, we first performed a lab-based technical evaluation of the sensor toolkit.
Through this, we were able to verify correct sensor placements
as well as their detectable ranges. This study was carried out
by one test user who was also the developer of the system. The
toolkit was evaluated in a living lab space at City, University
of London, designed to simulate a studio flat (City TECS).
The studio space is equipped with a living room area, a kitchen, a bedroom area, and a bathroom, along with appropriate
furnishings (sofa, bed, tables, and countertop spaces) and appliances (television, telephone, microwave, toaster, coffee
maker, kettle, and oven). Figure 3 shows an overhead diagram
of the facility along with arrangements of the furnishings and
human markers to show the scale of the space. Figure 4 shows
some sample placements of the sensors and devices in the lab.
A total of 12 test cases were created to address the presence
of any installation issues, including placements within the
environment (such as on the floor or on a specific kind of
door), the range of the sensors, and whether they would activate when an activity is performed (such as sitting down or
picking up an object). An example of a test case used to assess
motion sensor placements within the living lab environment is
shown in Fig. 5. Each test case had its own set of preconditions, a set of step-by-step instructions which included the
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Fig. 3 City TECS lab diagram,
showing the living room area in
the bottom right corner, the
kitchen in the bottom left corner,
the bathroom in the top left
corner, and the bedroom area in
the top right corner

actions the test user would take to install the sensor, the expected system response from the action, a check to indicate
whether (or not) the step passed, and a comment section. Each
test case finally ended with a post-condition.
Test Cases 1–5 were used to assess the installation of the
hub, sensors, and Android tablet components. Test Case 6
assessed different placements of the motion sensor—on a table, on the floor, and on a high spot near the ceiling. Test Case
7 examined multiple door sensor installations—on the lab’s
‘front door’, on a kitchen cabinet door, the microwave door,
the sliding bathroom door, and on the bedroom dresser drawer.
Test Case 8 addressed installation of the ambient sensor in the
kitchen space. Test Case 9 looked at different placements of

Fig. 4 Deployment of some of
the SCAMPI devices in the TECS
lab. Left—hub devices. Middle—
beacon attached to a telephone.
Right—door sensor attached to
the bathroom door

the button sensor—horizontally on a flat table’s surface and
vertically on a wall. Test Case 10 addressed placements of the
pressure sensor in three scenarios—underneath the bed mattress, underneath the sofa mattress, and on top of a chair. Test
Case 11 tested the power sensor with different sized appliances in mind—a microwave, a water kettle, a toaster, and a
coffee maker. Finally, Test Case 12 examined the acuity and
range of the beacon sensors in a variety of placements: on a
TV remote, on a phone headset, on both a sink’s tap and on a
sink’s downpipe, a tooth brush, a comb, and on a keychain.
For all test cases, the user observed the usage of the sensors in
a web UI shown on a tablet PC, which displayed whether the
sensor activated.
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Fig. 5 Test case plan for the motion sensor, showing the action steps the test user took when placing the motion sensor in suggested testing locations

4.1 Lab-based study results
Table 1 shows a summary of outcomes for each test case in
terms of issues encountered. Apart from Wi-Fi issues, which
were resolved by the lab technical staff, no other installation
issues were encountered. In addition, the door, button, power,
and beacon sensor tests all passed without issues. The door
sensor was surprisingly versatile and was able to be mounted
upside down and even sideways in some circumstances.
Another sensor that was very reliable was the power sensor,
which was appropriate for measuring the usage of small- to
mid-range appliances whenever the power reading exceeded a
threshold of 0 W
Nevertheless, some issues were encountered with the motion, ambient, and pressure sensors. The case where the
Table 1 Test case descriptions
and their outcomes

motion sensor was placed on the floor failed as the length of
the presence detection decreased considerably as the user
stood further away (for reference, the manufacturer’s instructions states that the maximum detectable range of the motion
sensor is about 5 m). Another observation noted was that the
width of the detectable range decreased the further the user
stood away from the sensor. This meant that, at the maximum
detectable range, the user needed to have stood directly in
front of the sensor instead of off to the side. Alternatively,
the ambient sensor was surprisingly the least reliable: neither
turning the kitchen sink tap to warm or cold water had any
effect on the temperature nor humidity reading of the sensor,
indicating that the sensor was not sensitive enough to detect
sink usage, even when the sensor was installed directly above
the sink area. Lastly, the pressure mat could not detect the

Test case(s)

Description

Issues found

1–5
6

System installation
Motion sensor tests

7
8
9
10
11
12

Door sensor tests
Ambient sensor tests
Button sensor tests
Pressure sensor tests
Power sensor tests
Beacon sensor tests

Internet connectivity issues found within the TECS lab space.
Sensor placement on the floor failed. Width of
detectable range decreased the further the
user stood away from the sensor.
None.
All tests failed.
None.
Bed placement failed. Sofa use had some dead zones.
None.
None.
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presence of the user when they were laying down on the bed,
as the mattress deformed too much around the sensor and
caused their weight to spread out over the mat. The pressure
sensor was able to detect sofa usage; however, it was noted
that there were some dead zones around the edges of the sofa
mattress that could not detect the user when they sat on certain
areas.

4.2 Discussion and lessons learned from lab-based
study
Most sensors in the SCAMPI toolkit (barring the ambient
sensor) passed most of their cases successfully. In general,
the door, button, power, and beacon sensors were most reliable in their detections of the activities the user went through
to trigger the sensors, and therefore were more reliable
to track meaningful activities in the in-the-wild evaluation (detailed next in Sect. 5). The motion and pressure
sensors required more careful consideration of placement within the environment. Therefore, care was given
to instruct users on these sensors in the evaluation.
Finally, the ambient sensor was found to be too insensitive of temperature and humidity changes to detect
usage of sink activities and would perhaps be more
useful in an environment within a tightly enclosed
space, like a shower. However, this could not be tested
in the TECS lab. As such, this sensor was sparingly
considered for usage in the in-the-wild evaluation, only
in situations that could not be detected by other sensors.
Specifically, the pressure sensor was found to be inadequate for placement underneath a bed mattress but was able
to be used on a chair and under a sofa mattress. However, it
may be more advisable to place the pressure mat directly on a
hard, flat surface in front of the furnishings instead. A discussion with the manufacturer revealed that without a flat surface,
the pressure mat would become damaged over time, especially
in a bed where a subject would repeatedly turn over in their
sleep. Furthermore, protective covering as per the manufacturer’s recommendations should be used, such as a carpet over
the mat, wherever possible. This highlights another issue with
bed placement—the subject may accidently wet the bed mattress, causing damage to both the mat and the electric sensor it
is attached to, which may additionally pose an electrical hazard. Because of these discussions and findings, floor placement of the pressure mat in front of or beside furniture, such as
beds or sofas, was advised in the in-the-wild evaluation.
However, chair usage is suitable as long as the seat is hard
and flat enough to support both the sensor and the user on top
of it, providing that there exists protective covering such as a
seat cushion between the two.
The sensor with the most disappointing results was the
ambient sensor, barring the limitations of testing in the living
lab, as it was not able to detect the fine temperature and
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moisture differences in the kitchen well enough to measure
sink usage. However, the beacon sensor proved reliable
enough to detect the slight vibrations of the downpipe when
waste water flowed through the pipe, enabling the beacon to be possibly a more suitable means of detecting
sink usage, as well as when placed on the tap handle.
However, the former method is less invasive and remains out of the user’s way, so it may be a more preferable means of measuring the sink activity. This was
evaluated further in the next study.
An interesting result of this study assessed the placements
of the motion sensors. Despite being advertised by the manufacture, placing the motion sensors on the floor resulted in the
worst detection performances when compared to the table
(waist up) and ceiling placements. Its relatively long detection
range (5 m) should be suitable for most interior rooms, though
its narrow vision, particularly at longer ranges, should be considered. Thus, it was advised to users in the evaluation to
consider installing at least two motion sensors in larger rooms
to ensure proper presence detection.
Finally, barring the Internet connectivity issue, installation
of the system bore no other issues, and the relative quick time
to set up the system (around 5 min) may allude to the user
friendliness of its installation. This assumes that the user is
familiar with the steps and can install the system in the centre
of their home with the appropriate outlets and Ethernet connection nearby.

5 In-the-wild study
To study if meaningful activities could be captured with the
sensor toolkit and how users felt about carrying out these
activities whilst being monitored, an in-the-wild evaluation
of the toolkit was carried out. Four adult participants,
two males and two females aged 30–48 (mean = 39.5),
who were all technology enthusiasts but not familiar
with the smart home technology of the toolkit, nor were
target users of the toolkit, were recruited to complete
two meaningful activities each by installing the kit into
their own homes (Table 2). This study was reviewed by
and received ethics clearance through the Research
Ethics Committee, City, University of London.
Table 2

The meaningful activities assigned to each participant

Participant

Meaningful activity #1

Meaningful activity #2

Participant #1
Participant #2
Participant #3
Participant #4

Exercise
Housework
Relaxation
Gardening

Housework
Gardening
Exercise
Relaxation
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5.1 Installing the toolkit
We envision that the final version of the SCAMPI toolkit
would be provided as a single, comprehensive kit to customers
which would contain all the necessary central hub components
(a Raspberry Pi unit and its peripherals), the various outlined
sensors (motion, door, temperature, pressure, button, power,
and beacon sensors), and any tools needed for the sensors’
installation. The kit size would vary depending on the number
of ADLs or meaningful activities that needed to be monitored.
The basic toolkit would be able to track the most common ADLs and meaningful activities in the user’s bedroom, living room, kitchen, dining room, and bathroom.
Larger kits or additional sensor packs would supply
more sensors needed to provide coverage of additional
rooms/spaces for monitoring, such as patios, basements,
and laundry rooms. For the in-the-wild study, users
were provided with central hub components and a basic
toolkit.
Our expectation is that toolkit should be able to be installed
and maintained by either the end user themselves or a friend or
close relative. The user would install the kit according to instructions provided by an app they would download from an
app store that they could view on their smartphone or tablet as
they walked around the home installing the kit. The app would
provide useful strategies on attaching the sensors in the environment by recommending where to place the sensor for optimal detection (this is especially true of motion sensors).
After the user attaches a sensor in the environment, they
would then be instructed by the app invoke the sensor. To
aid in this, the instructions would contain a checklist of items
that the user would follow to ensure that each sensor was
connected to the system and was detecting the presence of
the user. For instance, BPress and hold the button for a few
seconds^ or Bplug something into the power sensor^. The app
would then produce feedback letting the user know that the
sensor had been correctly installed. Finally, in the case of
some sensors, the range would also be tested to ensure that
the coverage was ample and that there were no environmental
interference issues with the sensor’s wireless signal.
Additionally, this app would be also used to monitor the system remotely as well as alert the user in the case a sensor had
malfunctioned (for example, if the sensor’s battery needs to be
replaced).
The purpose of the in-the-wild study was to capture if sensors could be used to monitor meaningful activities and how
users felt about those sensors and so the focus of the study was
on users carrying out the activities rather than interacting with
an app as described above. For the study we developed a
simple app that allowed users to check the statuses of the
sensors, e.g. were the in the ‘on’ state after installation and
during activities being monitored. Instructions on installing
the toolkit including the RaspberryPi, Wifi Router, Xiaomi
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Gateway, and sensors as well as checking that sensors were
connected were given on paper to the participants in our study.
For example, Fig. 6 gives an example of the paper checklist
they were given for testing the button, pressure, and power
sensors. The intention is that these checklists would be
digitised in the final app as described above.
Several steps on our part would be taken to lessen the
burden of installing the system for non-technical users. First
each sensor would be pre-paired with the hub before the customer would receive the kit, as our sensors rely on Z-wave,
Zigbee, and Bluetooth for connection. Additionally, each sensor would be physically labelled by type and its use (i.e.
BBedroom Motion Sensor 1^), which would also correspond
with its label in the app. Furthermore, the toolkit would be
designed to integrate with existing home infrastructure, such
as the user’s home Wi-Fi network, Ethernet connection, and
their regional power sockets. Through the final app, the user
could enter their home Wi-Fi credentials to connect the system, which is necessary as many of the sensors (motion, door,
ambient, and button) also rely on a Wi-Fi connection.
Additionally, Ethernet or Wi-Fi connection with the hub is
important as it would allow remote monitoring of the system
by a caregiver.

5.2 Using sensors to monitor meaningful activities
We examined four meaningful activities (gardening, exercise,
rest/relaxation, and housework) and which sensors would be
appropriate for detecting completion of each task. The following examples describe how we posited meaningful tasks may
be measured using sensors; in another deployment, the choice
of which sensors to use and their placements will depend
heavily on the context of the specific meaningful task as well
as the layout of the user’s home.

5.2.1 Gardening
To go out gardening, a resident would first start by using an
external house door (door sensor). Then, if they have a shed,
opening the shed door (door sensor) may further indicate gardening is about to happen. (If the user does not have a shed but
stores garden equipment elsewhere the use case would need to
be modified.) As entering the shed is still ambiguous, further
sensors are needed to know if the resident had picked up a
significant gardening item. Thus, accessing particular items
related to gardening activity could be detected via attached
beacons, for instance, detecting watering cans, trowels,
spades, fork, secateurs, gardening gloves, or a lawnmower
by attaching beacon sensors. Mowing the lawn could alternatively be sensed via a power sensor the lawn mower is plugged
into whilst charging.
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Fig. 6 Example of a checklist for
testing the button, pressure, and
power sensors

5.2.2 Relaxation
An assumption with most rest and relaxation activities is that
they would take place either in the resident’s bedroom or living room, where their presence would be detectable using
either motion and/or door sensors in/to these spaces.
Another likely assumption is that the resident would rest or
relax on furniture, such as chairs, sofas, and bed mattresses. The most straightforward manner of detecting
resting activities on these furnishings would be usage
of pressure sensors either underneath or in front of them
for resting feet. Additionally, it may also be possible to
slip button sensors underneath the arm chair to detect
resting posture.
Whilst sitting, a resident may engage in further relaxation
activities, such as reading, music listening, watching television, or playing games. Picking up a book could be detected
with a beacon placed on a bookmark or, if they read on a
Kindle, the device itself. If they use a reading light at their
preferred sitting spot, the light could be detected with a power
sensor. For music listening or television watching, radios, CD
players, and television use could be measured with power
sensors. Furthermore, for television watching a beacon could
be attached to the remote control. The resident may also engage in playing puzzle or board games, which could be measured with a beacon placed inside a game box to detect when
they are removed from storage.

5.2.3 Exercise
According to the NHS [44], older adults aged 65 or older, who
are generally fit and have no health conditions which limit
their mobility, should perform strength exercises on two or
more days a week as well as one of the following:

1. Moderate aerobic activity (e.g. cycling or walking) for
150 min of the week.
2. Seventy-five minutes of vigorous aerobic activity (e.g.
running or singles tennis) every week.
3. Both moderate and vigorous aerobic activities every
week.
Strength exercises may be performed in the home using
equipment such as yoga mats, dumbbells, and weights.
Usage of these could be detected by attaching beacons to the
equipment. Moderate aerobic activities such as walking
throughout the home could be detected using motion sensors
in each room. It is possible that residents could perform vigorous exercise using treadmills or exercise bikes in their
home, usage of which could be detected with beacons to detect movements or vibrations. It is also possible to detect exercise outside the home, such as tennis or golf by attaching
beacons to racket or golf club bags and detecting when the
equipment is brought outside using a front or back door
sensor.
5.2.4 Housework
Housework encompasses a variety of tasks spread across the
entire household and could be classified by either a routine or
according to personal habits. A daily routine may be laying
and clearing away the table before and after eating. The resident would be first expected to collect specific crockery, cutlery, and food items from cupboards (door sensors); place the
items on the table, which may be sensed with a pressure sensor
underneath the table cloth; and then finally, after eating, the
resident would remove the items from the table. A follow-up
routine activity might then be washing up. The resident could
first be detected that they are standing in front of the sink
(motion sensor), and then they would proceed to fill the sink
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with water which could be sensed with beacons on the taps.
After washing, the sink would be emptied, and the resident
would place the objects back in their cupboards and drawers
(door sensors).
Other activities may be completed according to an individual’s habits. An example is vacuuming, which could be done
irregularly. The resident would first collect their vacuum from
a cupboard or closet space (door sensor), use the vacuum
cleaner (beacon), and move about the home (motion sensors).
Washing clothes would be expected to happen once or twice a
week and would involve collecting clothes, which could be
sensed via a beacon sensor on the laundry basket, use of the
washing machine (power sensor), drying the clothes either
using a tumble dryer (power sensor) or washing line (beacon),
and then finally putting clean clothes away, which could be
sensed with door sensors placed on cupboards, drawers, and
wardrobes.

5.3 Installing the toolkit
Subjects were given the kit and instructions on setting up the
kit as well as an explanation of how each sensor behaved as
they interacted with it and instructions on testing the range of
each sensor type in their home. They were presented with a
questionnaire at the end of the installation section which asked
them to rate their experiences on 5-point scales from ‘Strongly
Agree’ to ‘Strongly Disagree’:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The toolkit was easy to install.
The hub was installed at the centre of the home.
I did not encounter any range issues.
The instructions were easy to understand.
I understood the behaviour of the sensors and what each is
used for.

5.4 Setting up the sensors to monitor activities
Each subject in the in-the-wild study was assigned two of the
activity categories as shown in Table 2. The assignment was
based on their home environment; for example, if they did not
have a garden, they were not assigned this activity.
Each of the four meaningful activity categories (gardening,
relaxation, exercise, and housework) described above were
broken down into specific individual activities which could
be tested. For instance, the ‘housework activity’ category was
broken into five distinct, meaningful activities: ‘vacuuming’,
making the bed’ ‘washing clothes’, ‘laying and clearing away
the table’, and ‘washing up’. Each activity was subsequently
broken down into a set of tasks which would need to be completed in a certain order to fulfil successful completion of the
meaningful activity. For example, vacuuming consists of doing the following tasks in the order of:

1. Collecting the vacuum cleaner from the closet space (or
cupboard).
2. Turning on the vacuum and moving around from room to
room.
3. Moving furnishings around to clean underneath them.
4. Turning off the vacuum and putting it back in its original
location.
For each activity, subjects were first instructed which sensors they would need to use and setup to monitor the tasks (see
an example for vacuuming in Fig. 7). For instance, Step 1
from the vacuuming activity BCollecting the vacuum from
the closet space^ recommended to attach a door sensor to
the closet or cupboard space containing the vacuum
cleaner so that its opening could be detected. After setting up the sensors and completing the activity they
were asked to complete a questionnaire which asked
five questions shown in Fig. 7.
Finally, the subjects were asked six questions about which
sensors they liked/disliked the most, to assign a grade rating to
the kit, to give an overall impression of the system, to discuss a
feature or significant change they would have made to the
system, and to comment on any other questions or concerns
they may have had.
The questions chosen to ask the participants about their
experiences with installing the toolkit, using sensors to monitor activities, and the final questions about their impressions
of the toolkit were inspired by a number of standard instruments as no one existing standard questionnaire covered all
these aspects. The questions concerning installation and using
the sensors were inspired by the Technology Assessment
Model (TAM) [45], with a particular focus on the perceived
ease of use, perceived usefulness, perceived enjoyment, and
self-efficacy constructs. These were measured using a 5-point
Likert scale. The questions addressing their impression of the
system were inspired by the W3C Usability Testing Questions
post-test interview questions [46] and users either selected
from provided options or gave unstructured answers.

5.5 In-the-wild study results
5.5.1 Installing the toolkit
Table 3 shows the results for installing the toolkit. Only
Subject #4 disagreed that they were able to install the hub in
the centre of their homes: they commented that figuring out
where to put the hub was tricky and that they finally settled at
a place near the front of their home where a phone socket was
located. Subject #4 also was undecided when asked if they
encountered range issues when testing the different sensors,
and they reported that beacon #4 was triggering but not when
in use. When asked what issues they encountered when setting
up the system, Subject #2 reported having an IP address issue
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Fig. 7 The questionnaire that
followed all activities

with the router. However, once this was fixed (via remote
changing of the code), the system was operational in their
home. Subject #3 also reported having Wi-Fi issues with the
Internet and reported that the motion sensors did not activate
when they moved in front of them and presumed this was due
to a flat battery. Subject #4 also reported Internet connectivity
problems with the Wi-Fi network, which were resolved using
a new cable. To summarise, Wi-Fi connectivity was to be the
biggest issue subjects had when installing the kit
5.5.2 Using sensors to monitor meaningful activities
Gardening The gardening activities involved attaching door
sensors to their back door and garden shed door and beacon
sensors to gardening equipment including gardening gloves,
trowels, watering can, and lawnmower. Subjects reported no
issues attaching sensors to the doors but Subject #4 found it

Table 3 Toolkit installation
questionnaire results

difficult to install the beacon on smaller items such as gardening gloves. Next, subjects were asked to water their gardens
and to perform tasks such as weeding, digging, mowing, and
pruning. Beacon sensors attached to gloves and small tools
and the broom appeared to be distracting given the relative
size of the sensors to the tools. This had a knock-on effect on
the enjoyment and impairment of activities as they felt that
they many damage the beacons when using the tools. In terms
of whether the sensors were appropriate, the beacon failed to
detect water usage when attached to an outdoor pipe. Both
participants understood the use of the sensors for measuring
the tasks. Table 4 summarises the issues subjects encountered
for gardening activities.
Relaxation Subjects #3 and #4 were asked to do relaxation
activities. They were asked to place various sensors in and
around the sofa in their living room, such as a pressure mat

Subject

Easy to install?

Installed in home
centre?

No range issues?

Easy to follow
instructions?

Understood
sensors?

1
2
3
4

Strongly agree
Agree
Agree
Strongly agree

Agree
Agree
Strongly agree
Disagree

Strongly agree
Agree
Strongly agree
Undecided

Strongly agree
Agree
Strongly agree
Agree

Strongly agree
Agree
Strongly agree
Agree
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Issues encountered with the gardening activities

Questions

Subject #2 issues

Subject #4 issues

Easy to install?

Easy for the shed door and gloves.

Not easy to install sensors on the gloves.

Distracting?

Undecided for weeding and pruning due to beacon’s
size relative to the trowel/secateurs and risk of damage.

Beacon was distracting when attached
to the gloves and the broom.

Impair enjoyment?

Undecided as they were aware of the beacon whilst
pruning and were concerned of knocking it off.

Undecided for gloves. Felt beacon was
distracting when attached to the broom.

Sensors appropriate?

Beacon did not detect the tap pipe (unless it was
close to the tap).
No issues.

Undecided for gloves.

Understood sensors?

sensor in front of the sofa, motion sensors around the area
facing them, and button and beacon sensors in or on the sofa
to detect finer sitting activities. Afterwards, they were left to
do activities of their own discretion: Subject #3 completed a
reading activity (monitored via a beacon on a book), a musical
activity with their CD player (monitored via a power sensor),
and a family activity with their child (by placing a beacon
inside a game box). Subject #4 decided to relax by drinking
herbal tea (monitored via a beacon on cup), watched TV
(power sensor on TV set), and then walked their dog (beacon
on dog lead). Table 5 shows their responses after performing
these activities. In summary, the sensors were quite easy to
install and the beacon and power sensors were heavily liked
for performing the tasks; however, consideration must be
made around small children with beacons. In general, the sensors did not impair the activities, however, whilst the pressure
mat worked, but there were some complaints about how it felt
whilst sitting. Additionally, users felt that the button sensor
was not appropriate to detect arm resting; they felt that its
use for that activity was contrived.
Exercise Subjects #1 and #3 were asked to perform exercise
activities. Their first task was to perform an aerobic fitness
exercise by attaching a beacon to any of the following items:
a bicycle, an exercise bike, treadmill, or boxing gloves and
then perform the activity. Then subjects were then asked to
perform strengthening activities by installing beacons on
small weights and on a yoga mat. Subject #1 performed an
additional exercise which involved placing a power sensor
Table 5

No issues.

next to a CD device and a motion sensor in a room for dancing. Table 6 shows their responses whilst performing these
activities. Few issues were encountered; sensors were not
distracting, did not impact on enjoyment of the activity, and
did not impair it; and the subjects all understood the behaviour
of the sensors to monitor the activities. Subject #3 remarked it
was difficult to know the optimal place to install beacons on
gym equipment considering there are many types of machines
including exercise bike, treadmills, and rowing machines.
They also felt that a beacon sensor would be more appropriate
to measure yoga with than the suggested pressure mat.
Housework Subjects #1 and #2 were tasked with completing
housework activities. For vacuuming, subjects were recommended to place a sensor on the door to the storage space
containing the vacuum cleaner, a beacon on the vacuum itself,
beacons on various furnishings which would be moved
around whilst vacuuming, and motion sensors in the rooms
that they vacuumed. Next, subjects were instructed to wash
clothes by placing a sensor (preferably the power sensor) on
the washing machine, a beacon on the clothes basket, another
beacon on either their tumbler dryer or washing line, and
finally a door sensor on the drawer or wardrobe the clothes
would be put in afterwards. Next, subjects were instructed on
laying and clearing away the table, and the instructions recommended installing the door sensor on the cupboard space
for food items and placing the pressure mat sensor on the table
underneath the table cloth. Lastly, subjects were instructed on
how to set the sensors up for cleaning after meals. This could

Issues encountered with the relaxation activities

Questions

Subject #3 issues

Subject #4 issues

Easy to install?
Distracting?
Impair enjoyment?
Sensors appropriate?

No issues.
Child thought beacon was part of the game.
No issues.
Button sensor was Bsomewhat contrived^
when placed under the armrest. Beacon
could be hazardous around young children.
No issues.

Not sure if motion sensors worked.
Pressure mat was slippery and crinkly.
Pressure mat was slippery and crinkly.

Understood sensors?

No issues.

No issues.
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Table 6 Issues encountered with
the exercise activities
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Questions

Subject #1 issues

Subject #3 issues

Easy to install?

No issues.

Distracting?

No issues.

Difficult to use beacon in a gym. Hard to know
where to place the beacon on the equipment.
No issues.

Impair enjoyment?
Sensors appropriate?

No issues.
No issues.

Understood sensors?

No issues.

involve placing a motion sensor near the sink facing it towards
the resident, beacons on the sinks’ up pipe and down pipe, a
pressure mat next to the sink, a beacon inside the towel rack,
and a door sensor on the storage cupboard. Table 7 shows
issue subjects encountered as they performed these tasks.
Whilst Subject #1 reported minimal obstructions when
performing their tasks, Subject #2 reported that drying clothes
outside would be problematic with the sensors given; they
were concerned about false positive results from the beacon
sensor moving in the wind, and they also felt that beacon was
quite noticeable and thus distracting on the washing line. As
also reported for relaxation activities by a different subject,
they did not like the pressure mat for housework activities; it
was uneven and noticeable and thus distracting as well as not
being sensitive to small amounts of pressure. The pressure mat
is the largest of the devices in the toolkit and a lesson learned
is that it is too noticeable for most users and is best used when
it is hidden from view, for example, under a mattress or sofa
cushions. In such scenarios it will also be subject to larger
amounts of pressure such as a person lying or sitting down
and thus more sensitive to the pressure exerted. These issues
are discussed further in Sect. 5.5.3 below. Subject #2 also

Table 7

No issues.
Difficult to use beacon in a gym. Hard to know
where to place the beacon on the equipment.
Beacons, not pressure mat, felt more appropriate
to measure yoga.
No issues.

reported problems with the sensitivity of beacons in detecting
drying dishes activity (under sensitive) and in water pipe activity (over sensitive). Given no such issues were encountered
by Subject #1 it would seem that outcomes for housework are
not generalizable, dependant on the individual home environment and may require individual configuration to find the
right combination of devices and placements to successful
monitor activities.
5.5.3 General impressions and discussion
Table 8 summarises the participants’ overall attitudes to the
toolkit. Subject #3 and Subject #4 reported that the power and
beacon sensors were liked the most as they were (mostly) easy
to install and Bdidn’t get in the way of the activities^ (Subject
#4), whilst Subject #3 argued that the beacon sensors were
very versatile and sensitive enough to open many possibilities.
Subject #3 also felt that the power sensor was versatile and did
not obstruct the activities. Subject #1 also agreed to liking the
beacon sensor the most along with the pressure sensor as Bthey
were sensing better the different signals^. Subject #2 also
liked the beacon sensor and the door sensor, as the latter was

Issues encountered with the housework activities

Questions

Subject #1 issues

Subject #2 issues

Easy to install?

Concern of false positive from wind if beacon is
placed on washing line.

Distracting?

Preferred beacon on the washing
machine instead of using
power sensor.
No issues.

Impair enjoyment?

No issues.

Sensors appropriate?

No issues.

Understood sensors?

No issues.

Beacon on washing line was too noticeable. Pressure mat
was uneven and noticeable—they had to be careful
when placing their coffee on certain points that were unstable.
Pressure sensor was not able to detect the items when
placed on the table.
Pressure sensor under drying rack could only detect dishes
once a lot of were added. Beacons on pipes kept setting
off at intermittent intervals. Waste water set off the hot water
beacon more than the beacon on the down pipe.
Beacon on towel rack did nothing.
No issues.
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Table 8 Participant summary of their two favourite and two disliked
sensors as well as their overall grade of the system (between F and A)
Participant

Favourite sensors

Disliked sensors

Participant #1 Pressure Beacon Ambient Button

System grade
C

Participant #2 Door

Beacon Button

Pressure B

Participant #3 Power
Participant #4 Power

Beacon Motion
Beacon Motion

Button
B
Pressure C

Bvery effective for detecting important door use, e.g. going in/
out [of the] home and for cupboards^. They liked the beacon
sensor as it Bis extremely versatile for detecting important
items moving^. Overall it appeared that subjects enjoyed
using the beacon, power, door, and pressure sensor the
most, and this appears correlated with their ease of installation and sensitivity.
On the other hand, some sensors were disliked. Subject #3
disliked the motion sensor and button sensor, as they felt that
the motion sensor did not work, and because they did not get
to explore using the button sensor much. Subject #4 disliked
the motion and pressure sensors the most. They were not sure
the motion sensors were put in the right places and that the
pressure sensor was too slippery. Subject #2 liked the button
sensor and pressure sensor the least, as they were not sure
what the button sensor was supposed to be used for, and that
the pressure sensor required too much pressure to activate.
Subject #1 reported liking the ambient sensor and button sensors the least, though this was because they did not use them
all at and thus felt they were not very useful. In summary,
subject’s assigned lower grades to sensors they did not find
much use for, were tricky to install, or were not sensitive
enough: button, ambient, motion, and pressure sensors. It is
interesting to note that the pressure sensor was liked the most
by Subject #1 but disliked the most by Subject #2 even though
both subjects performed the housework activities—individual
preferences may also play a role in subject’s ratings of the
usefulness of the sensor types, especially sensitivity.
Lastly, subjects assigned a letter grade to the system, remarks regarding what they liked and what improvements
could be made, and left final commentary. Subject #1 gave
the system a C rating, feeling that the system overall was OK,
but that they needed to check the range of the sensors over
large distances. When asked which significant change they
would have made to the system, they remarked that it would
be to improve the signal and maybe to improve the appearance
of the beacons.
Subject #2 gave the system a B rating. Their overall impressions of the system were that the system gave insight into
what is possible. BThe potential for these sensors and others is
huge. It’s important to think how the data would be used and
by whom^. They felt that the toolkit was low cost with potential for more as Bit could easily be tailored for an individual’s

needs^. When asked about a change to the system, they argued for a more sensitive pressure mat. They left with some
final comments: BI was impressed with the range of the signal.
It worked at the bottom of the garden and through the three
levels of the house^.
Subject #3 gave the system a B rating. They felt that the
system was well designed to facilitate a wide range of activities and did not feel intrusive once it was setup. They felt that
there was Ba certain comfort in having a log of your daily
activities in this quantitative fashion^. The reason they did
not give the system a perfect score was because of network
and motion sensor issues but stated that they really enjoyed
using it. When asked what significant change they would have
made, they requested if the Ethernet connection was necessary
as it interfered with their pre-existing Wi-Fi home network.
Lastly, they gave some final commentary: BI was surprised
how intuitive it felt to have sensors in my house. I forgot about
them being there very quickly. I feel they would facilitate very
well continuous monitoring without the need for checking in
on routine activity and so have most benefits in creating alerts
for [alert systems]^.
Subject #4 had some positive impressions of the system but
gave it a C grade, as they said that the system needed
more explanations on how to set it up (like how to
attach the beacon to the gloves). They were also not
sure about how well the system worked or what kind
of data was recorded. Subject #4 remarked that more
thought should be given about which sensors are to
work with which activities.
To summarise the results of the evaluation:
&

&

&
&
&

Installation, barring the Wi-Fi connectivity issues which
were resolved, was able to be completed with the subjects,
implying that our system may be able to be installed by
end users or their caregivers without need of technical
assistance.
Beacons were highly valuable and desirable to use to monitor meaningful activities; however, for activities where
the beacon remains fixed to small objects, they can be
distracting. They were also not appropriate for detecting
vibrations well, such as those given from pipes or washing
lines. Care should also be given to them around small
children, as they can mistake them as part of the activity,
such as game pieces.
In addition to the beacons, few complaints were made
regarding the door and power sensor, as they were liked
by the subjects for their pervasiveness.
The ambient and button sensors were hardly used and
heavily disliked by subjects.
There were concerns regarding the motion and pressure
sensors—subjects stated they did not work (motion sensor) or were too noticeable and not sensitive enough (pressure sensor).
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&

In general, there appears to be a relationship between a
sensor’s likeability and its sensitivity as well as its ease of
installation to monitor a meaningful activity.

6 Conclusions
Advancements in IoT technology enable possibilities for the
elderly or persons with impairments to live independently at
home without constant and intrusive monitoring by formal
and informal caregivers. Most research has addressed the need
for monitoring resident’s ADLs; however, less work has focused on supporting the monitoring of meaningful activities,
which promote emotional, creative, intellectual, and spiritual
needs of such residents inside and outside of their home using
a passive sensor toolkit.
We described the development of a sensor toolkit which
supports monitoring meaningful activities and is part of the
larger SCAMPI project and is comprised of off-the-shelf and
affordable sensors: motion, door, ambient (temperature and
humidity), button, pressure, power, and most importantly, beacon sensors, which are not commonly used in previous work
to promote monitoring of user activities in and around the
home. Our system operates with a variety of different protocols (Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, Zigbee, and Z-wave) using a
Raspberry Pi 3 as a cost-effective hub running open-source
sensor monitoring software (Home Assistant).
We then developed a working model of meaningful activities and used to it to conceptualise several scenarios that persons might perform in and around their home: gardening, rest
and relaxation, exercise, and housework. For all activities,
several tasks were created which were mapped to these sensors. A lab study was used to whether the sensors could be
installed to monitor these tasks. An in-the-wild study was then
conducted to monitor tasks associated with four meaningful
activities performed in and around real homes with four
healthy subjects (not target users of SCAMPI). Our subjects reported minimal obstructions to installation (barring Wi-Fi problems which were resolved), and were
able to carry out their designated activities without any
serious obstruction from the sensors, revealing that
meaningful activities may be monitored in remote using
passive sensor technology, especially when using the
beacon sensors.
Our findings are in line with results reported by [16–20]
who found passive appropriate for capturing ADLs in the
home and with [25–27] who successfully used smaller beacon
sensors for capturing more fine-grained activities.
Nevertheless, we note that some improvements can be made
to our toolkit. First, beacons were noted to be appropriate
when the objects they were affixed to were large enough—
smaller items like secateurs caused the resident user to be
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distracted. Other objects like gloves were not appropriate, as
residents did not want to damage them or the beacon whilst
using them. Measuring water usage with the beacons also
proved cumbersome as the beacons were either not sensitive
enough or too sensitive to vibrations. More experimentation
with placement of the beacons, especially on larger appliances
like exercise bikes, needs to be conducted. In addition, there
were some safety concerns about beacons around small children. There were also concerns with the other passive sensors.
The pressure sensor was considered inappropriate except for
situations where the resident sat directly on it—it was considered too slippery, insensitive, and even dangerous in circumstances where it was placed on tables. There were concerns
with whether the motion sensors worked, and residents found
the ambient and button sensors of little use. As such, we will
revaluate these sensors to remedy their future use in our
toolkit.
There are several lines of research arising from the studies
presented in this paper which we will address in future work.
Firstly, we want to scale the toolkit to include dozens of sensors. Secondly, we intend to investigate the multiple occupancy issue in the smart home whereby it is often difficult to
distinguish which user is performing what activity. This issue
is often resolved using cameras; however, in keeping with our
unobtrusive approach we rather want to investigate using beacon receivers and gateways. Beacon receivers may be placed
in each room of interest whilst users could wear individual
beacons. The receiver closest to the user would receive their
beacon’s broadcast when they move about which can then
transmit their location and movements to the hub system.
Knowing where a specific user is in their home allows to
exclude other ongoing activities in other rooms caused by
other users. For such a system we will also consider an appropriate design for the beacon worn by the user, one idea is to
design the beacon as a piece of jewellery such as a brooch.
Thirdly, we are using data captured from the in-the-wild study
to develop data models that intelligently monitor user behaviour from captured sensor data. We are employing a Bayesian
Network approach that makes inferences about what ADLs
and meaningful activities have been achieved based on the
activation of sensors linked to tasks we defined for completing
activities in Sect. 5.2. The tasks are composed of expected
sequences of events and timeframes for these events (for example, breakfast is usually eaten in the morning). The
Bayesian Network computes a confidence that an activity
has been completed or not based on what sensors are activated, in what order, and in a particular timeframe. The models
can be used to feedback information to residents and/or caregivers about achievement and/or failure of goals as well as
information about unexpected events (for example, a resident
getting up at night or leaving the house at an unexpected time).
Finally, we will evaluate the larger SCAMPI system including
the sensor toolkit and data models with persons with dementia
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and Parkinson’s disease and their caregivers as part of a user
trial.
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